
Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy Worksheet: VERSION 2

● Empathy-based techniques: Techniques based on empathic exploration can be used
for problem-related experiences, and emphatic affirmation can be used to move
painful feelings to a position of self-affirmation.

● Relational techniques: Relational approaches include things like building a
productive working atmosphere, evaluating goals, and investing in counseling for
better self-understanding.

● Experiencing techniques: Creating space, focusing on feelings, and encouraging the
client to feel and express the emotion are all examples of experiencing approaches. To
assist clients in learning to successfully express acceptable emotions, techniques such
as methodical imaginative unfolding and chair work are used.

● Reprocessing tasks: Dealing with unpleasant or traumatic situations through trauma
storytelling is one of them. Creating and working through troublesome reaction
points, sometimes known as meaning protests, may also be part of these situational
and perceptual tasks.

● Action tasks: Action tasks are those that require you to take action. They use
chairwork such as two-chair discourse and enactment to address self-evaluative and
self-interruption issues such as self-criticism and repressed feelings.

The steps of EFT are

● Step 1: De-Escalation: This stage focuses on identifying significant negative factors
that lead to conflict, as well as recognizing and reframing negative feelings associated
with attachment issues.
Write down your doubts or fears related to your relationship and try to identify the
root cause behind it, de-escalate your issues.

● Restructuring: Throughout this step, learn to express your feelings and accept and
care for one another. Try to be more responsive to the needs of other.
Restructure how you feel about each other and address your concerns
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● Consolidation: Try developing new communication methods and practicing abilities
when engaging with one another in the last step.

● Share new patterns or new ways that you would like to practice with your partner
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